Embracing the future, preserving tradition!
About us:

JADRAN COMPANY ALMOST SEVEN DECADES SUCCESSFULLY PROVIDES COMPLETE SERVICE IN CONSTRUCTION. WE ARE LEADERS IN THE IN SECTORS:

- PPZ Fire protection coating
- AKZ Anti-corrosion
- Sandblasting All kinds of metal surfaces
Designing and Electrical installation

Finishing works in construction

Renovation, adaptation And equipping of business facilities

Paintings
Facade revitalization on buildings under the protection of state

Facade works

Removing graphits and Cleaning impurities from facade
Few years ago, we embarked new ventures and expanded our operations to the rehabilitation of all types of damage to construction concrete structures.

Today, we perform various operational activities in the domain of remediation, comprising a process of injection and reparation of concrete, as well as remediation of cracks and damage on concrete surfaces.

One of the best examples of successful repair of concrete damages, dilatation joints and water penetration through cracks on concrete are remediation works at the „Đerdap I“ hydroelectric power plant.
ELECTRICITY SECTOR

This sector is established by the beginning of the 2017 and is the youngest in the company. The objective is oblivious: to extend our services to electricity, telecommunications and electronic operations.
ELETRICAL AND TELECOMMUNICATION WORKS WE PERFORM IN:

- Residential and business facilities
- Health facilities
- Catering and hotel facilities
- Sales facilities
Recently we have made another big step in the development of the Sector and the company as a whole. With the company Teledirekt we signed a contract on the execution of works on installation of connections to the optical telecommunication and cable network for the investor, Telekom Serbia.
Our mission

OUR MISSION IS TO PERFORM EXCELLENCE, BECOME A LEADER AND ESTABLISH AND MAINTAIN THE HIGHEST QUALITY STANDARDS IN A BRANCH.
TOGETHER EMBRACE THE FUTURE AND PRESERVE A TRADITION!

We gather the expert team
We work with the best materials
We use the best equipment
Jadran in numbers

68
Years of tradition

15,000
Projects

400
Employees

20
Restoration projects of the cultural monuments only in 2017

10
Countries on three continents

50
Active sites
References
Licences

We have put a lot of effort into becoming one of the few companies in the Serbian market to obtain all necessary licenses and standards.

We have the SRPS ISO licenses and certificates as follows:
- SRPS ISO 9001:2008
- SRPS ISO 14001:2005
- SRPS ISO-IEC 27001:2017
- EN ISO 50001:2012
- SRPS OHSAS 18001:2008
- ISO 37001

The guarantee of quality is a successful Coface evaluation of our company. Based on that, we were awarded with an Excellent SME Serbia certificate.
Jadran also received a decision from the Ministry of Construction, Transport and Infrastructure to meet, inter alia, requirements for:

- Execution of construction works on buildings in protected areas in accordance with the act on the protection of cultural property (excused are: conversion of common premises into apartments, or business premises in a protected environment of cultural property of exceptional significance and cultural property of registration).

- Execution of constructing and finishing works on objects within the limits of immovable cultural heritage of exceptional significance and cultural heritage registered in the World Natural and Cultural Heritage List and objects in the protected environment of cultural property of exceptional significance with defined cadasters parcels and objects in the protected environment of cultural property numbered in the World Heritage List.

- Construction and finishing works on building at the airport complex (passenger terminals, freight terminals, air-craft base-hangars, infrastructure facilities and radio navigation equipment facilities).

- Construction structures for buildings over 50 meters high.

- Construction structures for state roads of first and second class, road facilities and traffic connections on these roads, and border crossings.
We are experts for:

- complete facility renovation
- painting
- Sdry wall and ceramic works
- Facade renovation

Currently, we are engaged in renovating the facade of the control tower of the Nikola Tesla Airport, Belgrade, while on the airport complex we implemented a fire protection system. Likewise, in the new Airport building we are in charge of paintings maintenance..
Finishing Works in Construction

Izgradnja potpornog zida RHE Bajina Bašta
Finishing Works in Construction
Also, our team of experts has renovated the complete hall of the Radio-Television of Serbia building, the interior of the Army Headquarter, and a number of other facilities such as:

- Municipality of Zvezdara
  Belgrade

- Library Branko Miljković
  Belgrade

- Army Headquarter Building
  Belgrade

- RTS Building
  Belgrade
FROMER HEADQUARTER BUILDING OF SERBIAN ARMY
BELGRADE, SERBIA
Finishing Works in Construction
Revitalisation of the objects under the protection of the Institute for the Protection of Monuments of Cultural Heritage

Mehmed Pasa Sokolovic Fountain

Little steps

Damad Ali Pasha Tomb
Anti-corrosion and sandblasting

- They are two very important segments of our business. We do anti-corrosion of all types of installations, equipment, and constructions, and within this we deal with fire protection of steel, cables, wood and plastic.

- Sandblasting is the first step in this process, and honestly, we are the best at.

- We are dealing with sandblasting of industrial plants, bridges, railroad crossings, metal bumpers, and roadside fences, tankers, industrial machines and power lines, and if necessary, we can even protect automotive parts like wheels.

- Our quality and professionalism have been recognized by the largest systems such as Nikola Tesla Thermal Power Plant, Kolubara Thermal Power Plant, Djerdap Hydroelectric Power Station, and many others...
Anti-corrosion and sandblasting
Anti-corrosion and sandblasting

AKZ Obrenovac
Anti-corrosion and sandblasting
Anti-corrosion and sandblasting
Anti-corrosion and sandblasting
Mechanization

Our motto is: The job can not wait! Therefore, we stocked the fleet with modern vehicles in order to respond all the challenges.

Jadran possess::

• 10 passenger vehicles
• 11 trucks
• 16 cargo vehicles
• 36 terrain vehicles
• 13 compressors
• 7 combined machines

Transportni sektor mehanizacije raspolaže i kamionima Palfingere (sa istovarnom rukom do 12m, kapaciteta do 4T) i kamionima – kiperima različitih veličina (do 3T, kao i do 12T), kao i prikolicama za prenos bandera i prikolicom za prevoz mehanizacije do 8,5T
Mechanization

This Sector have, as well:

- Excavators
- Cranes
- Loaders
- Compressors
- GEDA lifts from 650 to 850 kg

We have a large number of temporary constructions of different types. We offer:

- Tube scaffolding
- Fast-setting: Layher Blitz facade scaffolding
- Multipurpose: Layher Allround module scaffolding
- Mobile towers up to 12 meters of working height
Contact INFO

http://www.jadran-bg.rs
office@jadran-bg.rs

Jadran d.o.o.
Kornatska 2
11000 Belgrade

+381 11 2781 333